T Wallet

T Wallet - Anytime Anywhere digital payment option for Everyone
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Key Features

• T Wallet is the official digital wallet of Telangana State, is launched by Hon’ble Minister of IT Shri. K. T. Rama Rao on June 01, 2017.

• T Wallet is available as a Any Time Any Where digital payment option for Everyone.

• Citizens can use T Wallet to make payments for both Government and Private transactions to avail services and is integrated with Government departments such as Mee Seva, GHMC, HMWSSB, TSNPDCL, TSSPDCL, RTA, TASK, CDMA, HMDA ORR Tolls.

• Streenidhi SHG loan repayments are being enabled through T Wallet.

• T Wallet serves through Online Web Browser, Smart Phone, Feature Phone and even No phone.

• Citizens with feature phone or no Phone can use Mee Seva centres to open T Wallet, Load money into wallet and make payments.

• Supports Telugu Urdu besides English.

• No service charge for using T Wallet.

• T Wallet uses two factor authentication, through Aadhaar + Biometric or Aadhaar + OTP to Aadhaar linked mobile number, for feature phone and no phone users.

• Is hosted on Azure platform and designed for high and secure performance.

• Govt. payments such as Aasara Pensions, MNREGA payments will be pushed to eligible respective citizen’s T Wallet.
Registration-KYC

Low KYC T Wallet a/c.

- Wallet balance cannot exceed Rs 5,000/- at any time
- Load Money maximum of Rs, 5000/- per month(includes from other wallet a/c also)
- Fund transfer to other wallet a/c - Not allowed
- Fund transfer to bank a/c (IMPS) - Not allowed
- Within 24 months of registration, user should upgrade the wallet a/c to full KYC. Else load money is not allowed, but available balance can be used.
Medium KYC T Wallet a/c:

- Wallet balance cannot exceed Rs 15,000/- at any time
- Load Money maximum of Rs 15,000/- per month
- User can perform IMPS transfer to 2 registered bank accounts only
- No provision of transferring money to unregistered beneficiary.
- Maximum Fund Transfer of Rs 5,000/- per day
- Maximum Fund Transfer of Rs 15,000/- per month
- Fund Transfer and IMPS are allowed only after 48 hrs from the time of Registration.
- Within 24 months of registration, user should upgrade the wallet a/c to full KYC. Else load money is not allowed, but available balance can be used.
- For full KYC registration or Upgrade wallet to full KYC, please visit nearest meeseva centers.
Citizen Registration

Government of Telangana

User Registration

Please find below limits for each type of T Wallet a/c. After understanding these limits, decide which type of T Wallet a/c you would like to have. Based on the decision, click on relevant option provided below.

- **I want Low KYC Account**
  1. Wallet balance cannot exceed Rs 5,000/- at any time
  2. Load Money maximum of Rs 5,000/- per month (includes from other wallet a/c also)
  3. Fund transfer to other wallet a/c - Not allowed
  4. Fund transfer to bank a/c (IMPS) - Not allowed
  5. Within 24 months of registration, user should upgrade the wallet a/c to full KYC. Else load money is not allowed, but available balance can be used.

- **I want Medium KYC Account**
  1. Wallet balance cannot exceed Rs 15,000/- at any time
  2. Load Money maximum of Rs 15,000/- per month
  3. Maximum Fund Transfer of Rs 5,000/- per day

- **I want Full KYC Account**
  1. Wallet balance of user cannot exceed Rs 100,000/- at any point of time
  2. The maximum amount that can be loaded into wallet is Rs 100,000/- per month
  3. User can perform IMPS transfer to 2 registered bank accounts only
  4. For transferring money, user has to register the bank account or wallet account
  5. Maximum Fund Transfer of Rs 15,000/- per day
  6. Maximum Fund Transfer of Rs 45,000/- per month

Note:
You can upgrade to Full KYC in following modes
1. Assistant Mode
2. You can visit nearest MeeSeva Center or FP Shop Center(Telangana) for Full KYC Wallet Upgradation

By Clicking on "PROCEED", I agree that I have read and understood the Terms and Conditions of T Wallet.

Forgot Password?
Login Using T App Folio
Activate your Login? | Language/اللغة
Need Help Now?
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Citizen Login page:
Citizen Services: Services

Wallet Services
- Load Money
- Fund Transfer
- RuPay
- Mini Statement

Government Bills
- TSSPDCL
- TSNPDCL
- Water Board
- e-Challan

Private Bills
- Recharge
- DTH
- Landline
- Electricity
- DataCard
- Internet
- Bus Tickets
- Flights

Other Services
- Recharge
- DTH
- Landline
- Electricity
- DataCard
- Internet
- Bus Tickets
- Flights
- Hotels
- Gift Coupons
- TA Connect
- Favourites
- Grievance
- Receive Money
- Allow PullMoney
- Offers
- Split Bills

Assured, Payment Secured. Last login:
Citizen Services: Wallet Services

Load Money

Enter Amount in rupees

Note:
1. Payment Gateway Charges are applicable for Credit Card transactions, for AMEX & DINERS Club Cards - 2% + GST, Other Credit Cards - 1% + GST
2. Do not use other wallets or virtual cards such as PayzApp, etc for loading money.
3. During the load money process, if your bank account is debited and your wallet is not credited, kindly wait for 2 working days to raise the issue with your Banker, to avoid blocking of your wallet
4. Minimum Load Money amount is Rs. 10/-.

Know Your Wallet Limits

- CREDIT/DEBIT CARD/NET BANKING
- UPI

Fund Transfer

Wallet Balance: ₹ 0.00

- Add money to wallet
- Send Money to Bank
- Send money to Wallet

Recent Transactions

Click here for details
Citizen Services: Private Services

- **Recharge**
  - Prepaid
  - Postpaid
  - Enter Mobile Number: 7331156132
  - Select service provider: Airtel
  - Enter Amount in rupees: 500

- **Flights Booking**
  - One Way
  - Round Trip
  - From (Origin)
  - To (Destination)
  - Departure Date: 25-01-2020
  - Return Date
  - TRAVELLERS: Adult 1, Child 0, Infant 0
  - CLASS: ECONOMY

- **Electricity**
  - 01. SPDCL Telangana
  - 02. NPDCL Telangana
  - 03. EPDCL Andhra Pradesh
  - 04. APSPDCL ANDhra Pradesh
  - 05. BSES Rajdhani DELHI
  - 06. BSES Yamuna DELHI
  - 07. Reliance Energy MUMBAI
  - 08. Tata Power DELHI
  - 09. HESCOM KARNATAKA ELECTRICITY

- **Data Card**
  - Enter Data Card Number
  - Select service provider
  - Note: Please provide exact billing amount for payment
  - Enter Amount in rupees

No Recent Recharges Found Here
Citizen Services: Other Services

Recharge
DTH
Landline
Electricity
DataCard
Internet
Bus Tickets
Flights
Hotels
Gift Coupons

Other Services

TA Connect
Favourites
Grievance
Receive Money
Allow PullMoney
Offers
Split Bills

T Wallet - Anytime Anywhere
Digital payment option for Everyone

TA Connect

Education
Retail Merchant
Donations
Thank You